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Proton Acceleration Experiment by high intensity laser

pulse interaction with solid density target at the Texas

Petawatt Laser Facility.
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Supervisor: Todd Ditmire

In recent, high intensity laser pulse interaction with solid density matter

has been studied in several laboratory and facilities. Multi-MeV proton and

ion beams from plasma produced by this interaction is one important appli-

cation research area of HEDP. In this thesis, the basic theory of hot electron

generation associated with proton acceleration will be introduced. A basic

proton acceleration mechanism called TNSA will be introduced with supple-

mental free plasma expansion model. To investigate proton acceleration at

the Texas Petawatt Facility, the experimental set up and target alignmen will

be introduced in the chapter 5. While the analysis of data acquired from this

experiment is still unfinished, a brief result with RCF image will be introduced

in chapter 6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The generation of multi-MeV proton and ion beams generated from

plasma produced by high intensity laser pulse interaction with dense matter

is a rapidly growing research area. The high intensity regime covers inten-

sities from 1017 W/cm2, and now reaches up to 1021 W/cm2. What made

this possible was the application of Chirped-Pulse Amplification (CPA) and

Optical Parametric Chirped-Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) technology. This

breakthrough in laser hardware has aroused considerable interests in ultrashort

high-intensity laser matter interactions. Never before has it been possible to

deposit so much laser energy in such a short amount of time, in such a tiny

volume on a target. Today the state-of-the-art laser technology allows us to

investigate fusion research and practical acceleration since we have achieved

enough intensity laser for to reach relativistic limit.

The relativistic character of laser radiation with intensity I is realized at

the magnitude of a dimensionless parameter a0 > 1 where a0 = eE0/mecω0 is

the dimensionless normalized vector potential [10]. This parameter represents

the dimensionless momentum of the electron oscillating in the electric field of
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linearly polarized laser radiation and can be expressed as

a0 =
eE

mecω0

= 0.85λL

(
I

1018

)1/2

, (1.1)

E =
1

2
cε0I

2 = 27.7 I1/2 in V/cm2 (1.2)

where e and me are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively, E is

the amplitude of electric field strength of laser radiation, λL is the radiation

wavelength in µm, ω is the frequency of laser radiation, c is the speed of light,

and I is the radiation intensity in W/cm2.

Terawatt-power laser systems can fulfill the condition a0 > 1, which

corresponds to the electric field strength above 1010 V/cm . In such intense

fields, the overbarrier ionization of atoms occurs in atomic time on the order

of 1017 s, and the escaping electrons are accelerated and reach MeV-range

relativistic energies during the laser pulse.

The acceleration of atomic ions in femto and picosecond laser plasmas

constitutes a secondary process. It is caused by the strong quasistatic electric

fields arising due to spatial charge separation. Such separation is related to the

motion of a bunch of fast electrons. For laser radiation intensities exceeding

I ≥ 1018 W/cm2, it is possible to obtain beams of high energy ions with the

energies more than 1 MeV. Note that this ion acceleration is not caused directly

by the laser E field, we will review this in chapter 4.

The generation of high energy proton and ion beams in a laser plasma

formed by the interaction of ultrashort high intensity laser pulses is a devel-

oping research field. This is explained, in particular, by their important appli-

2



cations in such fields as proton accelerators, the study of material structure,

proton radiography, the production of short-living radioisotopes for medical

purposes, and laser controlled fusion [32], [26]. In this thesis, the basic theory

of hot electron generation mechanism associated with proton acceleration will

be introduced. And basic proton acceleration mechanism called TNSA will

be introduced with supplemental free plasma expansion model. To investigate

proton acceleration experiment at the Texas Petawatt Facility, the experimen-

tal set up and target alignmen will be introduced in the chapter 5. Although

the data analysis acquired from this experiment is still working, a brief result

with RCF image will be introduced in chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Basic Concepts and Model of Plasma

In this chapter, we will review basic concepts about plasma and its prop-

erties. That is a little bit prior background assumed for starting laser-plasma

interaction. Review for basic properties of plasma could be an appropriate

start for this thesis.

2.1 Debye Sheath

A plasma has very important character of shielding electric potential.

This can be happened by the response of electron cloud in 1/ωpe time scale

is faster than characteristic time scale of system perturbation. We can start

from Poisson equation for a particle of charge q at position x = 0,

∇2φ = −4πqδ(x) + 4πe(ne − n0) (2.1)

where the ions are treated as a neutralizing background ni0 and the electron

density is initially uniform so, ne = n0. In a static limit (∂/∂t = 0 and ve = 0),

the fluid momentum equation of plasma reduces to

0 = neeE + kBTe∇ne . (2.2)
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With E = −∇φ, the electron density becomes

ne = n0 exp

(
eφ

kBTe

)
. (2.3)

An equation for the electric potential φ can be obtained by Taylor Expansion

of Eq. 2.3 for small eφ/kBTe and substituting ne into Eq. 2.1:

∇2φ− φ

λD
= −4πqδ(x) (2.4)

where λD =
√
kBTe/4πn0e2 defines the electron Debye length. The solution

of Eq. 2.4 has a Yukawa potential (i.e. screened Coulomb potential) shape of

φ =
q

x
e−x/λD (2.5)

and then, the meaning of the Debye length becomes obvious. The usually

Coulomb like potential of a single charge q is shielded out by the collective

effect of an electron density ne, where the Debye length is the characteristic

length.

2.2 Ponderomotive Force

The ponderomotive force is caused by the gradient of the time-averaged

oscillating potential. Let’s consider the non-relativistic case of a single electron

oscillating near the center of a focused laser beam, see Fig. 2.1 [17]. In the

limit v/c� 1, the equation of motion for the electorn becomes

∂vy
∂t

= − e

me

Ey(r) . (2.6)
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of the radial ponderomotive force due to a focused
beam. [17]

The electromagnetic wave is taken to be propagating in the x-direction

but has radial intensity dependence, assuming only in y-direction. Taylor

expansion of the electric field then gives

Ey(r) ' E0(y) cosφ+ y
∂E0(y)

∂y
cosφ+ · · · , (2.7)

where φ = ωt− kx. To lowest order, we therefore obtain

v(1)y = −vosc sinφ (2.8)

y(1) =
vosc
ω

cosφ (2.9)

where vosc = eE0/meω is osciallting velocity of electron in the E. Substituting

above 1st order term of velocity and position into Eq. 2.6 gives

∂v
(2)
y

∂t
= − e2

m2
eω

2
E0
∂E0(y)

∂y
cos2 φ . (2.10)

Multiplying by me and taking the time average gives the ponderomotive force

on the electron

fp ≡ me
∂v

(2)
y

∂t
= − e2

4meω2

∂E2
0

∂y
(2.11)
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Note that this forece is just expression of gradient of the ponderomotive po-

tential [10]

Up =
e2E2

4meω2
= 9.33× 10−14 I[W/cm2]λ2µm eV (2.12)

For example, roughly 10 keV ponderomotive energy for a Nd:Phosphate glass

laser at 1.054 µm focused to intensity of 1017 W/cm2 . Physically, the foce will

tend to push electrons away from region of locally higher intensity to lower

intensity. A single electron will therefore inevitably drift away from the center

of focused laser beam, picking up a velocity v ∼ vosc in the process.

The expression for relativistic ponderomotive force is given following as

[17]

fp = −mec
2∇γosc , (2.13)

where γosc = (1 + +a20/2)1/2. Then the relativistic ponderomotive energy can

be written as [10]

U rel
p = (γosc − 1)m0c

2 (2.14)

and the effective electron temperature associated with this relativistic pon-

deromotive potential can be written as [36]

Thot ≈

√1 +
λ2µm

2.8× 1018
− 1

 511 keV (2.15)

where λµm is the wave length of laser in µm.
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2.3 Dispersion relation in a homogeneous plasma and
critical density

If a plane wave propagates a quasi-neutral homegeneous plasma, then

the phase velocity of electromagnetic waves in a dielectric medium can be

expressed in terms of dielectric constant

vp =
ω

k
=
c

n
=

c√
ε

. (2.16)

And the dielectric constant for plasma can be also expressed in terms of plasma

frequency;

ε = 1− ωpe
2

ω2
where ωpe

2 =
4πnee

2

me

. (2.17)

From Eq. 2.16, 2.17, we can get a dispersion relation of wave which propagates

through homegeneous plasma:

ω2 = ωpe
2 + c2k2 . (2.18)

Note that ωpe is the cut-off frequency for propagating wave in a plasma. Be-

cause the characteristic response time for electrons is ω−1pe , the electrons in a

plasma would shield out the wave when ω < ωpe. Therefore the maximum

plasma density to which a light wave can penerates depends on the cut-off

condition ω = ωpe. This is called critical density, ncr, and we can categorize

under-dense, over-dense plasma by criterion of ncr

nunderdense < ncr < noverdense .
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And we can have very useful expression for the critical density in terms of

free-space wavelength of the laser in units of microns

ncr =
me

4πe2
ω2 = 1.1× 1021/λ2µm cm−3 . (2.19)

2.4 Maxwell’s Equations in a Medium

Let’s consider general wave propagation in a plasma. Our approach is

to view a plasma as a linear dielectric and describe wave propagation through

such a dielectric material. Let’s recall the Maxwell’s equations in a medium

∇× E =
iω

c
B (2.20)

∇×B = −iω
c
εE . (2.21)

There are two things we can do these equation in order to make them wave-like.

First, we can take a curl of the Faraday’s Law

∇× E =
iω

c
B

→ ∇× (∇× E) = ∇× iω

c
B

→ ∇2E−∇(∇ · E) +
ω2

c2
εE = 0 . (2.22)

Second, we can multiply ε−1 by Ampere’s Law and take its curl

∇×B = −iω
c
εE

→ ∇× (∇×B) = −iω
c

(∇× εE)

→ ∇2B−∇ (∇ ·B)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

=
iω

c
(ε (∇× E) + (∇ε× E))

→ ∇2B +
ω2

c2
εB +

1

ε
∇ε× (∇×B) = 0 . (2.23)

9



Now, let’s consider about the propagation of laser light wave in an

inhomogeneous plasma. Assuming variations only in z-direction, then we can

have

n0 = n0(z) ,

ε = ε(ω, z) ,

E⊥ = E(z)exp(−iωt) .

Then the equation 2.22 become

d2

dz2
E⊥ +

ω2

c2
εE⊥ = 0 ,

εEz = 0 . (2.24)

and the equation 2.23 become

d2

dz2
B⊥ +

ω2

c2
εB⊥ −

1

ε

dε

dz

dB⊥
dz

= 0 ,

dBz

dz
= 0 . (2.25)
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Chapter 3

Physics of High Intensity Laser - Solid Density

Matter Interactions

The interaction of high intensity laser pulse with solid density matter

involves a variety of processes and mechanisms: ionization, laser propagation

and refraction, plasma wave generation, and subsequent thermal and hydro-

dynamic evolution of targets. In this chapter, basic theory about hot electron

generation associated with proton acceleration will be introduced.

3.1 Analytical solution for linear density gradient plasma

When high intensity laser pulse interact with solid density matter and

travels into that matter, the surface undergoes ionization due to the strong

electric field of laser. Even though pre-pulse, it is enough strong to ionize the

target surface so the main pulse interact with this pre-plasma at first, however

the inner matter still remains solid density, so we may need to consider a

situation of linear density gradient. Let’s consider the linear plasma density

gradient situation in the z-direction, so n = ncrz/L where the L is density

scale length (the length over which the electron density ramps up from 0 to

ncr [10]). Then we can recall the equations 2.17, 2.24 and put ncr = meω
2/4πe2

11



into equation, we obtained

d2E

dz2
+
ω2

c2

(
1− z

L

)
E = 0 . (3.1)

Substitution a variable η ≡
(
ω2

c2L

)1/3
(z − L) into Eq. 3.1, then this gives a

well known differential equation as the Airy equation

.
d2E

dη2
− ηE = 0 (3.2)

Figure 3.1: For L/λL ∼ 1000 scale length, plot of laser electric field as it
propagate into a linear density profile plasma region from vacuum into solid
target with long prepulse.

Well known general solution of this equation leads the electric field as

following,

E(z) = 2
√
π

(
ωL

c

)1/6

EFS e
iφAi((ω2/c2L)1/3(z − L)) . (3.3)

12



As can be seen from Fig. 3.1, the amplitude of the laser electric field swells

before it reach but near ncr cut-off plane. The extent of this swelling is ap-

proximately given as [23]∣∣∣∣EmaxEFS

∣∣∣∣2 ' 3.6

(
ωL

c

)1/3

. (3.4)

3.2 Obliquely Incident of Laser Light Wave in Inhomo-
geneous Plasma

We again consider a plane electromagnetic wave incidient onto a plasma

slab with electron density ne(z). The vacuum-plasma interface is taken to be

at z = 0. Let’s consider a laser light wave which propagates into plasma

slab with an incidient angle θ, between of laser propagation vector k and to

plasma density gradient ẑ. Here we set a plane of incidence as a y − z plane,

and the vacuum plasma interface as z = 0. Thus, ∂/∂x = 0, kx = 0, ky =

(ω/c) sin θ, kz = (ω/c) cos θ.

3.2.1 S-Polarized Laser Light Wave Propagation

For s-polrized incidien laser, the electric field is suppose to point out

y − z plane. We can take E = Exx̂, then Eq. 2.22 becomes

∂2Ex
∂y2

+
∂2Ex
∂z2

+
ω2

c2
ε(z)Ex = 0 . (3.5)

The dielectric function, ε, of the plasma depends on z only, ky can be expressed

as ky = (ω/c) sin θ.Then the Ex can be expressed as

Ex = E(z)eikyy = E(z) exp

(
iωy sin θ

c

)
. (3.6)

13



Substituting Eq. 3.6 into Eq. 3.5 returns

d2E(z)

dz2
+
ω2

c2
(
ε(z)− sin2 θ

)
E(z) = 0 . (3.7)

This reduced wave equation gives us very simple and apparent understanding

that reflection of the laser light wave occurs when

ε(z) = sin2 θ . (3.8)

We can derive the density at this reflection plane as ne = ncr cos2 θ

from Eq. 2.17. This means that an obliquely incidient s-polarized laser light

wave reflects at a density lower than the critical density. i.e., ne = ncr cos2 θ .

Figure 3.2: Geometry of plane-wave incidient on a plasma density profile for
s-polarized light (E-field in the x-direction). [16]

14



3.2.2 P-Polarized Laser Light Wave Propagation - Resonance ab-
sorption

Now let’s consider the case that the electric field of the wave lies in the

plane of incidence, namely, p-polarized wave. In this case, there is a longi-

tudinal component of electric field which is parallel with the density gradient

direction, i.e. E · ∇ne 6= 0. This field contributes the oscillation of plasma in

longitudinal direction and generate charge density fluctuation. This motiva-

tion can be enhanced resonant oscillation of plasma wave and some fraction

of laser energy can be transferred into plasma wave energy, this phenomenon

is called resonance absorption. Although the obliquely incident light reflects

at the surface of ε = sin2 θ, where its density is less than the critical density,

it can still tunnel into the critical surface and drives fluctuations in plasma

density.

Let’s configure this phenomenon some more analytically. the electric

field in the plane of incident can be written as E = Eyŷ + Ez ẑ. The Poission

equation is becomes

∇ · (εE) = 0 ,

∇ · E = −1

ε

∂ε

∂z
Ez .

where ε(z) = 1 − ω2
pe(z)/ω2 is the plasma dielectric function. The resonant

happens where ωpe = ω.

The magnetic field for p-polarized case is B = Bxx̂ and similar to Eq.

3.6, B field can be written as

15



Figure 3.3: Geometry of plane-wave incidient on a plasma density profile for
p-polarized light (E-field in the z-direction). [16]

B = B(z) exp

(
−iωt+

iωy sin θ

c

)
x̂ . (3.9)

Now we can plug in Eq. 3.9 into Eq. 2.21 to get the associated E, then the

z-component of electric field is driven as

Ez =
sin θB(z)

ε(z)
. (3.10)

With an approximation Ez = Ed/ε(z), the resonant driving field at the

critical density Ed is estimated as the following form

Ed = B(z = L cos2 θ) sin θe−iβ . (3.11)

Here, we assume a linear density profile again, i.e., ne = ncrz/L.

16



Then the cut-off of laser is z = L cos2 θ. Magnitude of magnetic field

at the critical surface is evaluated from the exponential decaying of the field

at the reflection plane and the decaying factor is defined as [23]

β =

∫ L

L cos2 θ

1

c

√
ω2
pe − ω2 cos2 θ dz =

2ωL

3c
sin3 θ . (3.12)

Let’s define new parameter τ = (ωL/c)1/3 sin θ, then we can find

Ed =
EFS√
2πωL/c

φ(τ) (3.13)

where φ(τ) ' 2.3τexp(−2τ 3/3).

Eq. 3.13 implies that there is an optimum angle of incidence for the

maximum absorption. Ed vanishes as τ (or θ) approaches zero, since the com-

ponent of electric field of laser parallel to the plasma gradient is proportional

to sin θ. When angle of incidence is large (θ → 90 ◦), the distance that the

evanescent wave has to penetrate is too long and the driver field intensity get-

ting small. Between these two limits, there is an optimum angle of incidence

given approximately by

θmax ' sin−1

(
0.8

(
ωL

c

)−1/3)
. (3.14)

The large amplitude of plasma wave is damped by various processes,

such as electron-ion collisions, wave-particle interactions or even the wave and

particle propagation out of the resonant region. If we assume that the linear

density profile and small damping frequency, ν/ω � 1 , the absorbed energy

flux is given by [23]

Iabs ≈
ωLE2

d

8
= fA

E2
FS

8π
c (3.15)
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Figure 3.4: A plot of the function φ(τ), which characterize the efficiency of
resonance absorption. Region in A (θ → 0), the Ed is too much week. Region
in B (θ → 90 ◦), on the other hand, the driver field have to tunnel through too
long distance, so Ed getting week exponentially.

where fA is the fractional absorption of the laser energy. Through these reso-

nant processes, absorbed laser energy is mainly converted into electron kinetic

energy without collisions and they are driven once inward and once outward

of the target per single laser cycle.

3.3 Inverse Bremsstrahlung (Collisional Heating)

Inverse Bremsstrahlung is the most relevant collisional process which

arises from electrons that have gained energy from the photon, then lose this

energy in collisions with ions. Let’s consider that electrons that are oscillating

in an electric field acquire energy from laser by this oscillation. The scaling for

Te is now given more by the ponderomotive potential, instead of by resonance
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absorption [34]. Thus the electrons acquire energy order of pondoromotive

potential energy and this energy is then transferred to ions by collisions and

the plasma heats up. The fractional absorption is [36]

fib = 1− exp

(
−32

15

νei(ncr)

c
L

)
(3.16)

where L is the density scale length of a linear density profile and νei(ncr) is

the electron-ion collision frequency evaluated at the critical density ncr . The

collisional frequency (in the weak field limit) depends on Te, ne and Z in the

following way

νei(ncr) ∝
ncrZ

(kBTe)3/2
. (3.17)

Hence absorption by inverse Bremsstrahlung is large for long density gradients,

low temperatures and high Z plasmas. The hot electron temperature that can

be reached with collisional absorption scales as [15]

Te w 8(I16λ
2
µm)1/3 in keV (3.18)

where I16 is the focused intensity in 1016 W/cm2.

Although the analysis for both Inverse Bremsstrahlung and resonance

absorption presented are done assuming long laser pulse (cτp � λL) in a

large scale length (L � λL) plasma, these results apply to certain regimes as

well. According to the reference [36], Inverse Bremsstrahlung and resonance

absorption can be the dominant absorption mechanisms for intensities at 1012−

1017 Wµm2/cm2 and the scale length as small as 0.1λL.
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3.4 Relativistic J×B Heating

This effect is an interplay between the ponderomotive force [22]

Fp = − e2

4meω2
∇E2(r) (3.19)

which causes electrons to oscillate perpendicular to the laser direction and

the magnetic field B which comes into play for intensities > 1018 W/cm2µm2.

[22] Since the oscillatory motion and the magnetic eld are perpendicular, the

electrons experience a force along the laser direction which is given by [36]

Fz = − ∂

∂z

(
me < v2osc >

2

4ω2

ω2
pe

e−2ωpez/c

[
1 + cos 2ωt

2

])
. (3.20)

This is the force felt by an electron a depth z inside the plasma. Eq.

3.20 shows, that the electrons oscillate at the vacuum plasma boundary in

twice laser frequency. If the magnitude of Fz is big enough, all electrons will

oscillate (non-resonantly) with some electrons having the appropriate phase

so that they gain energy from this oscillation before they are kicked into the

overdense plasma. J × B heating increases if more electrons can be acceler-

ated, i.e. if the laser penetrates more into the overdense plasma. The skin

depth can be increased either by a higher focused intensity or by an overdense

plasma with lower density. The latter is reflected by the dependency of Fz on

ncr/n. Note that the direction of acceleration caused by J×B heating can be

distinguished from the resonance absorption acceleration direction [8]. Usu-

ally, the acceleration direction based on the resonance absorption is normal

to the solid target surface. However the J × B heating’s is that of the laser

direction, i.e., k direction.
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3.5 Vacuum Heating (Brunel-type Heating)

Vacuum heating is also refered to as not-so-resonant resonance heating

or Brunel effect [36] [6]. For resonance absorption a gently increasing plasma

with scale length L > λL is necessary so that the field can drive a large plasma

wave resonantly. For vacuum heating however a the laser couples into a short

scale length plasma L < λL or overdense plasma interface and no large plasma

wave can be driven. If the density scale length is sufficiently small, and the

laser is sufficiently intense, vacuum heating occurs when the excursion of an

electron in the driven wave at the vacuum plasma interface is so large that it

is literally pulled out into vacuum as see in the Fig. 3.5[20], then sent into the

plasma with a random phase.

Figure 3.5: Scheme of vacuum heating mechanism. Strongly p-polarized laser
pulse can directly pull electrons out of the sharp boundary of plasma and kikc
them back into overdense region. [20]
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Consider a plane electromagnetic wave, with an electtric field of the

form E(x, t) = EL sin(ωt − kx) incident on a slab of plasma with a steep

density jump. Notice that a reflected wave will be present, which we will

approximate as having the same amplitude as the incoming wave. This means

that there will be a driving electric field of amplitude Ed = 2E0 sin θ that the

electron on the surface of the plasma can interact with. Once the electrons

are shove back into the overdense plasma, the laser field is shielded and this

electrons retains a large portion of the energy they acquired from laser electric

field.

Vacuum heating is one of the important absorption mechanism for ul-

trashort high intensity lasers. The angular dependency of the fractional ab-

sorption is given [36]

fvh ∼= 8
vosc
c

sin3 θ . (3.21)

In fact, Brunel empirically found that the fraction of laser energy absorbed is

given by [36]

fvh =
η

2π

v3osc
v2Lc cos θ

(3.22)

where η is an efficiency factor which gives a measure of how much oscillatory

motion is actually lost to heating the plasma. The dependence of η on the

density was found as η ≈ 1/(1− ω2/ω2
pe) [36].
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Chapter 4

High Energy Proton Acceleration in

Interaction of Short Laser Pulse with Solid

Target

The generation of high current multi-MeV protons and ions by irradi-

ation of short pulse high intense laser on thin target has been observed and

subjected great interest in recent. When thin target is irradiated by focused

ultraintense (> 1018 Wcm−2) laser pulse, plasma is formed on the target front

surface and hot electrons are generated by the mechanisms introduced in pre-

vious chapter. The laser pushes the electrons around, then this displaced elec-

trons generates sheath field which pull on ions. Because of ion’s higher inertia,

the ion response is delayed by a factor (Mi/Zme)
1/2 relative to the electrons,

which is just the ratio of electron and ion plasma frequencies ωpe/ωpi. Before

do analyse this process in detail, we may deduce a general point concerning

laser-ion acceleration from simple physical considerations. We notice that the

ion quiver motion in a laser field can be negligible compared with the electrons

quiver motion that are almost speed of light, c. The ratio of electron and ion

quiver velocity can be expressed following as
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vi
c

=
ZeE

Miωc
=
Zme

Mi

a0 . (4.1)

Thus, to accelerate ions to relativistic velocity (vi ≈ c) directly by the

laser light field, we need a0 ∼ 2000, or Iλ2µm > 1024 Wcm−2µm2 laser intensity

which is still beyond the current edge of technique for high power laser.[17] In

fact, electrons in plasma mediate laser energy between the laser field and the

ions by charge separation. In this chapter, Target Normal Sheath Acceleration

(TNSA) which is one of well known ion acceleration mechanism is introduced

with plasma expansion model. Energy scaling law of accelerated proton by

TNSA can be derived from this free plasma expansion model.

4.1 Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA)

If hot electrons can be created on the thin target front surface by ul-

traintense laser irradiation and its mean free path is sufficiently larger than

thin target thickness, this hot electrons can pass through the target and exit

out target rear surface. These escaped hot electrons set up a strong sheath

field on the target rear surface and ionize atoms in the sheath. Then, hy-

drogenated contamination materials in this sheath is ionized by sheath field

and accelerated toward direction in tens of µm length. These accelerated pro-

tons or ions have direction of the quasi-static Debye sheath field formed on

target rear surface and is normal. This Target Normal Sheath Acceleration

(TNSA) mechanism is observed experimentally by R. Snavely et al [31] and

shows its consistency in other group’s experimental results. Fig. 4.1 shows
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Figure 4.1: Ions can be accelerated backwards by the ambi-polar field at the
front of laser-irradiated plasma plume. They can be also accelerated forward
by the sheath field that is set on the target rear surface.

schematic concept of TNSA [30] and the sheath produces quasi-static electric

field following as

Esheath ≈
kBTH
e `D

(4.2)

where TH is the hot electron temperature, `D =
√

(kBTH)/(4πnHe2) is the

Debye length for the hot electron temperature and nH is the density of hot

electron. Typically, `D is of order a micron and temperature for the hot elec-

tron is of order a MeV , so the quasi-static sheath field are of order MeV/µm

which can accelerate protons to the energies MeV energies observed. It is

important to understand that this quasi-static field is evanescent at once the

proton and ions are accelerated, so hot electrons co-move with protons and ions

in forward direction. Typically their number and energy (kBTH) and target
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capacitance are such that only small fraction escapes before the target is suf-

ficiently charged that escape is near impossible. The remaining hot electrons

then bounce back and forth, ionizing the matter as they travel.

The accelerating sheath field created by TNSA mechanism can be given

roughly in equation 4.2, but more rigorous analysis about maximum cut-off

energy scaling law associated with TNSA has been studied in free plasma

expansion model [25][13]. According to ref. [25] and [13], the ion front velocity

as a function of time and maximum cut-off energy of accelerated proton are

given following as

vfront ' 2cs ln
(
τ +
√
τ 2 + 1

)
(4.3)

Emax ' 2E0 [log(2τ))]2 (4.4)

where τ = ωpit/
√

2e is the normalized acceleration time, cs = (ZkBTe/mi)
1/2

is the ion-acoustic velocity, ωpi = (ne0Ze
2/miε0)

1/2 is the ion plasma fre-

quency, ne0 is the electron density in the unperturbed plasma, and E0 =

(ne0kBTH/ε0)
1/2. Fig. 4.2 cited from Fig. (3) of reference [25] shows the

sheath electric field is getting attenuated as it accelerates protons and ions.

If we combine free expansion model with hydrodynamic model, we can

enhance this cut-off energy scaling law which shows good consistency with pre-

viously published data. Ref. [13] shows that numerical result of that combined

model results consistency with previously published data taken from various

laser facilities. Fig. 4.3 cited from ref. [13] shows that the maximum proton

energy evolution versus the laser pulse duration, for two intensity ranges (cir-
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Figure 4.2: [25] Numerical result of electric field at the ion front as a function
of time. The accelerating sheath field is shown that dramatically decreased in
few ion plasma time scale.

cles and squares) together with the prediction of the fluid model for various

intensities (solid line). However, it is noteworthy that this combination model

also take into consideration the attenuated sheath field. According to this ref-

erence, the effective acceleration time (or limit time) has taken in this model

to prevent endless acceleration by isothermal assumption. With this limit ac-

celeration time, their numerical analysis results consistency with previously

published data.

Even though lots of other additional effects may have to be taken into

account such as electron recirculation in thin foils, magnetic field effects, 3D

effects, but simple plasma expansion model describe TNSA mechanism accu-

rately and demonstrate consistency with experimental results.
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Figure 4.3: [13] Left graph shows the maximum proton energy as a function
of laser pulse duration. Laser intensities labelled on left-top corner are in
units of W cm2. Lines present calculation for various laser intensity using free
expansion model with fluid model assuming 20 µm thick target and 10µm
FWHM laser focal spot. Right graphs shows number of protons in a 1 MeV
bin around 10 MeV as a function of laser irradiance for same model, target
and laser focal spot condition.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Setup and Results

In 2011, the Texas Petawatt Facility commissions Target Chamber 1

(referred to throughout this thesis as the TC1) on its target bay. The TC1 is

supposed to utilize for solid-target experiment by focusing the compressed laser

beam in f/3 off axis parabolic mirror. In this chapter, machinery installation

of the TC1 and experimental setup for proton acceleration will be introduced.

5.1 Laser System, Texas Petawatt Laser

The Texas Petawatt (TPW) Laser system delivers 190 J, 170 fs (FWHM)

laser beam based on Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA)

with mixed Nd:glass amplification heads. The optical schematic of the TPW

chain is shown in Fig. 5.1. The chain begins with a 100 fs pulse from a tun-

able, Ti:sapphire oscillator. The pulse is stretched to 2 ns in a stretcher using

a modification of the design of Banks [14]. Following 3 broadband OPCPA

stages consist of BBO, YCOB amplifies the pulse and delivers the pulse to

into downstream Nd:glass amplifiers. The first Nd:glass amplifier consists of a

64 mm diameter silicate rod amplifier and its peak fluence is under 1.5 J/cm2

to avoid damage and to keep the system B-Integral below 1. After 8 passes
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amplification on this stage, the pulse delivered to 315 mm phosphate disk

amplifier stage for 4 passes amplification. Amplified pulse beam is delivered

to grating compressor chamber and compressed when it passes two 40 × 80

cm2 multilayer dielectric diffraction gratings, and then finally 190 J at 170 fs

beam is directed into target chambers. 2-nd order auto correlation system, far

field and near field diagnostics and wave front sensor (WFS) correlated with

deformable mirror that are designed to diagnose and feedback for of beam

quality enhancement.

Figure 5.1: The laser layout of the Texas Petawatt Laser.[2]
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5.2 Target Chamber Preparation and Machinery Instal-
lation

The TC1 was a surplus chamber of LLNL and donated to Texas Petawatt

Laser Facility. This chamber has been kept for couple of years at TPW tar-

get bay in nonuse. Before installation, careful cleaning of the chamber was

highly necessary due to corrosional contaminants inside the chamber. De-

tailed TC1 cleaning progress and contamination analysis result are introduced

Texas Petawatt Annual Report [3]. After cleaning with phosphoric acid based

cleaner, we take Residual Gas Analysis (RGA) test to see whether there is

solvent or oil contaminations and it turned out clean enough for experiments.

A breadboard for mounting experimental equipments inside the TC1 is

specially designed. The high-stiffness aluminum frame breadboard is designed

to minimize vibrational deflections and is supported independently from the

vacuum chamber on a separate set of legs. As seen in the Fig. 5.2, the only

connection between the chamber and the breadboard is through very compliant

edge-welded bellows. This design minimizes the mechanical coupling between

the vacuum chamber and the experimental equipment inside the chamber, thus

greatly reducing alignment and stability problems that come from mechanical

deflections of the pressure vessel (during pump down), vacuum system vibra-

tions, and other external forces.

The TC1 is installed next to the compressor chamber, so the laser beam

is able to be oriented toward either this chamber or gas target chamber through

switch yard by turning M7 mirror in 90◦. As seen in the Fig. 5.3, concrete
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Figure 5.2: Breadboard installation of the TC1 (left). Right figure shows
edge-welded bellows which allows to float a breadboard from the bottom of
chamber, so breadboard system totally isolated from vibrations of vacuum
vaesel.

shielding wall around is designed for protection people and other equipments

from hazardous radiations which arise from solid target interaction with high

power laser.

5.3 Off-Axis Parabolic Mirror and Diagnostic System

A f/3 off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror is installed to focus laser beam on

a solid target. This 11” OAP mirror was designed to meet the requirements

of JANUS LASER SYSTEM at LLNL with motorized 5 degrees-of-freedom

mirror mount for their high vacuum environment. Texas Petawatt borrowed

this mirror for TC1 and has designed mirror mount of 2 degree-of-freedom

in manual adjustment. This mirror focus the laser beam on a spot roughly

190mm away from center of chamber. Fig. 5.4 shows a focal spot diagnostic
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Figure 5.3: Top view of TC1.
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plans that is relayed through an achromat telescope over outside diagnostic

table. The λ = 1057nm laser beam is focused almost 5µm in FWHM. One

Figure 5.4: Schematic plans of focal spot diagnostic.

achromat telescope (through focused laser beam in Fig.5.4) is installed next

to focal spot which is supposed to relay the focal spot image to wave-front

sensor, near field and far field CCD cameras. Grabbed image on the wave-

front sensor is analysed, then feedback to the deformable mirror (DFM) which

is mounted on the midway of 8-pass Nd:YAG silicate glass rod. As seen in

the Fig.5.5, wave-front diagnostic with DFM dramatically improves the wave-

front quality of the Texas Petawatt Laser[12]. However, we figure out that this

technique is still wanting in ability to correct astigmatism which arise from
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Figure 5.5: Wave-front mapping and Streahl ratio of the TPW.

misalignment of OAP mirror, hence, we are planning to upgrade the current

manual mount system to motorized mount system. There is another achromat

telescope (best focused scattering beam in Fig.5.4) which images target from

the side as a means to position a target at focal spot.

5.4 Target Alignment

To find the precise focal spot, SEM tip out of tungstes is used as target

fiducial feature. After alignment of the focal spot with the through focusing

image system on diagnostic table, the laser is tuned into CW mode. This

CW is supposed to coincide with OPA beam so allows users to align target

fiducial features. At first, the SEM tip can be found on Far-Field image when

it move around focal spot. Although the tip happens on the beam waist, the

Near-Field image may still excessively bright due to unattenuated the CW

beam. Clear Near-Field image can be acquired by closing iris to pinch down

CW beam, Airy pattern can be formed on Near-Field image. Moving the SEM
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Figure 5.6: TC1 beam diagnostic table.

tip forward and backward to minimize diffraction is necessary to set the end

of tip on the beam waist. Fig. 5.7 shows SEM tip image on Near-Field camera

when the tip is setted on the beam waist.

This method guarantees that the tip was placed in the same plane

with focal spot. In the next step, the iris should be opened to acquire side

scattered image. When unattenuated CW beam hit the SEM tip and scattered

on there, other achromat relays this scattered beam image to the outside of

TC1. Best Focus Scattering Beam line in the Fig. 5.4 shows the side scattered

beam is relayed to outside CCD camera. By this scattering diagnostic, the

focal spot can be mapped on CCD camera screen and considered as reference

point. Once the reference point is acquired, then one shifts the target around

the beam waist. This can be done easily by monitoring Near-Field and Far-
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Figure 5.7: SEM tip image grabbed on Near Field image camera.

Field image. Images on both camera have to be disappeared by blocking CW

laser if we put the target on the beam. The remaining process is to move

the target forward and backward until one acquires scattering from the target

front surface coincides with the reference. If the target is placed on the focal

spot, the scattered beam should be coincide with reference point on the CCD

screen. Fig. 5.9 shows both scattered images. Left figure shows the scattered

beam image when the CW laser is scattered by SEM tip. This image and

position can be considered as reference. On the other hand, right figure shows

the scattered beam image when CW laser is scattered on the front surface

of 25 µm Al target. Empirically, scattered beam image is quite stable unless

the target is placed out of Rayleigh length. However, the image is a little bit

sensitive and varies in target’s transverse movement even if the target surface

moves little in z-direction. In fact, this happen due to the target surface
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Figure 5.8: SEM tip, thin target and RCF stack holder alignment in the TC1.
The RCF holder is mounted on motorized arm, so can be out of way during
beam alignment and move back its original position where normal to the target
and 3.5 cm away from target. Target is tilted in 27◦ with respect to normal
direction, so vertically polarized laser beam hit the target in p-polarization as
introduced in Chapter 3.
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quality, especially surface roughness. Thus, it is necessary to move target

around reference point to acquire best scattered image and Fig. 5.9 shows an

excellent example of that. To avoid saturation on the image, ND filters may

be placed in the case of target scattering case because target scattered image

usually pretty brighter than SEM tip case.

Figure 5.9: Left figure shows the scattered CW laser beam image when it is
scattered by SEM tip. This image and position can be considered as reference.
On the other hand, right figure shows the scattered CW laser beam image when
it is scattered by the front surface of 25 µm Al target.

5.5 Proton Beam Detector, Radiochromic Film

GAFCHROMIC R© RadioChromic Film (RCF) is designed for the mea-

surement of absorbed dose of high energy photons or charged particle beam.

RCF are composed of several functional layers and the active layer has the

radiation-dose sensitive films. This film basically composed of dye precursor

solved in a plastic host, thus the color develops when the film is exposed to

ionizing radiation so any chemical developing is not needed. The color of the
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film changes from transparent to different shades of blue, depending on the

amount of radiation (dose) that was absorbed in the film.

Figure 5.10: Configuration of GAFCHROMIC R© for MD-55 (left) and HD-810
dosimetry films[28].

5.5.1 RCF Imaging Spectroscopy and Stopping Power

The radiation exposed RCF films can be quantitative data through digi-

tizing scanner for data analysis. This can be done by transmission-densitometers,

spectro-photometers or film scanners. Film scanner converts the radiochromic

film to a pixel data with each pixel value representing an absorption value or

optical density. Almost (90%) dyeing in RCF appears in milliseconds when it

is exposed radiation. However, during the first 24 hours after irradiation, an

increasing dyeing can not be neglected. Thus, it is recommended to let the

film stabilize for 2 days after irradiation for scanning and digitizing [27][19].

Calibration for GafChromic film was performed by other group and published

ref. [19]. Fig. 5.11 cited from this reference shows the calibration results of

Dose and net OD. This figure shows that the net OD starts to saturate as

it approach 2 even if more higher Dose accumulated in the film. The Dose
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curve shows that HD-810 is insensitive than MD-55 or HD type. For both

MD-55 and HS films a lower deposited Dose induces the same OD as for type

HD-810. Thus, MD-55 and HS can be used for the detection of lower fluxes as

the energy deposition of each particle is higher than in the film type HD-810.

The fitting formula for this calibration is given at the ref. [19].
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Figure 5.11: [19] Dose response curves for three different types of RFC. The
film has been exposed to 63.3 MeV protons in doses ranging from 0.001 to 10
kGy.

The film can be scanned with a 16 bit scanner. During image process-

ing, it is better to grap the red channel of image because RCF film shows better

absorption at a wavelength 600 nm. The scanning signal can be converted into

OD with the following formula

OD = − log

(
i

216 − 1

)
(5.1)
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where i is the pixel value of red channel in 16 bit.

5.6 Experimental Result

We have studied proton acceleration experiment with various thickness

from 50 µm to 0.8 µm. The target material was also various in Cu, Al, Ti

and Zr. Proton signal is hardly seen for thinner target less than 2 µm for all

target materials. This is supposed due to the pre-pulse is enough strong and

long, so the target is already blowed off when the main-pulse arrived on focal

spot. In case of 50 µm target, proton signal is also hardly seen in RCF film

for all target materials. This result is supposed that 50 µm thickness is a little

bit thick to penetrate and travel over it for hot electrons. Clear and apparent

proton signals with small diverging angle in longitudinal direction has been

observed usually for target thickness of 25 to 10 µm. Fig. 5.12 shows the

scanned RCF image for zirconium (Z=40) target in 25 µm thickness.

To shield the first RCF film from target debris, 25 µm kitchen Al foil is

placed in front of first RCF film. The first film of stack shows saturation signal

on there because most of ions and x-ray stopped in there. The reason why 2

circular patterns of proton signal on there is not caught on still, but compare

this signal with focal spot image on Far-Field and Near-Field is strongly neces-

sary to see the effects of focal spot properties. Unfortunately, data analysis for

lots of RCF image of this experiment is still working on, so any well organized

scientific data can not be introduced at this chapter. Analyzed data will be

introduced in my future Ph. D. dissertation.
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Figure 5.12: Scanned RCF image for shot #2310. Target is 25 µm thickness
zirconium foil and laser energy is 41.29 J in 300 fs pulse duration. 8.65× 1020

W/cm−2 intensity is focused in 5 µm focal spot in FWHM. The proton energy
corresponding for each film is labelled on each images. Top 3 row films are
HD-810 and bottom row films are MD-55-V2. The first film on stack (left top)
shows a little bit saturated because most of hot electrons, ions and x-ray are
stopped in there. The RCF stack placed 3.5 cm away from target.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Future Work

The goal of this work is to investigate of proton acceleration from thin

foil target with laser interaction at TPW. To perform this experiment at TPW,

appropriate target chamber (TC1) had been prepared and installed target bay.

The TPW has capability delivers 190 J, 170 fs (FWHM) laser beam based

on Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification (OPCPA) with mixed

Nd:glass amplification heads. The laser can be focused in 5 µm focal spot

by f/3 OAP mirror. To align the target on the focal spot plane, SEM tip out

of tungsten is used as fiducial feature and the process is introduced in this

thesis. Various thickness and material of thin target has been investigated for

proton acceleration, and maximum cut-off proton energy around 15 MeV are

acquired for targets 25 to 10 µm thickness.

To protect gold coated OAP mirror, the laser energy is tuned down

40 J for this experiment. When the mirror is replaced to dielectric mirror,

we can enhance the laser energy up to full level. For future experiment, high

quality surface target will be prepared to minimize surface roughness effect.

Moreover, a Thomson spectrometer which can be compatible at the high EMP

environment in the TC1 may be taken into consideration for enhanced proton
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spectroscopy.
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